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Abstract. In this note we refine the Chomsky and Stanley's homomorphic characterization f 
context-free languages: it is shown that each context-free language can be expressed in the form 
h(D n MR) for some Dyck language D, some 'minimal linear and regular' language MR and some 
homomorphism h. 
In formal language theory, one of the main trends is to search for characterizations 
for classes of languages. A typical example is the Chomsky and Stanley's homomor- 
phic characterization of the class of context-free languages [1, 6, 3], that is, each 
context-free language can be expressed in the form h(DnR)  for some Dyck 
language D, some regular language R and some homomorphism h.
Recently, Hirose, Okawa and Yoneda proved that a result similar to the Chomsky 
and Stanley's theorem also holds for the class of recursively enumerable languages 
[4], that is, each recursively enumerable language can be expressed in the form 
h(D n M), where h and D are as above and M is a minimal inear language (which 
is generated by a linear context-free grammar with only one nonterminal symbol [2]). 
The class of regular languages is not a subclass of minimal linear languages. 
Hence, from the two above-mentioned theorems, the question arises whether there 
exists a subclass of minimal linear languages which characterizes the class of 
context-free languages. 
In this note we give an affirmative answer of this question, that is, we show that 
the class of context-free languages i characterized by 'minimal inear and regular' 
languages. 
The class of minimal linear and regular languages i a proper subclass of regular 
languages. Hence, our characterization f context-free languages i a refinement of 
Chomsky and Stanley's one. 
The reader is referred to Ginsburg [3] and Salomaa [5] for background material 
and additional details. 
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First we give some definitions. 
Definition 1. A grammar G = ( V, Z, P, S> is minimal linear if V contains only one 
nonterminal symbol (namely V = {S}) and all of the production rules in P are of 
the forms S--> uSv and S-> w for some u, v, and w in Z*. A language L is said to 
be minimal linear if L = L(G)  for some minimal linear grammar G. 
Definition 2. A grammar G = ( V, ~, P, S> is regular if all of the production rules in 
P are of the forms A-->aB and A-->a for some A and B in V and a in Z u{e}. A 
language L is said to be regular if L = L(G) for some regular grammar G. 
Definition 3. A language L is said to be minimal linear and regular if there exist a 
minimal inear grammar G, and a regular grammar (32 such that L = L(G,) = L((32). 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For each alphabet ~, there exist an alphabet ~, ', a Dyck language D over 
~ '  and a homomorphism h: (~,')*--> ~* which satisfy the property that for each context- 
free language L over ~ a minimal linear and regular language MR over Z '  can be 
found such that 
L = h(D c~ MR). 
Proof. The proof essentially differs from that of the Chomsky and Stanley's theorem 
(see [3]) in the construction of the grammar G '  only. However, for the sake of 
completeness, we briefly repeat the whole construction. 
Suppose that ,~ = {a,, a2,. •. ,  a,,,}. Let 
,~'= ,~ w{a~, a~,.. ., a '}w{c ,  c', d, d '}u{e ,  e ' , f , f '}  
be an alphabet of 2m + 8 elements. Let Go = ({So}, Z',  Po, So), where 
Po = {So-" e} 
{So-  Soa,SoalSof l i m} 
u {So-, SocSoc'So, So-  So'Sod'So} 
u {So--> SoeSoe'So, So--> SofSof'So}. 
Let D = L(Go). Let h be the homomorphism on (Z')* defined by 
h(a,)=a,,  h(a~)=e (1~< i<~ m), 
h(c) = h(e') = h(d) = h(d') = h(e) = h(e') = h( f )  = h( f ' )  = e. 
Now let L_  £*  be an arbitrary context-free language. We may assume that 
L=L(G)  for some context-free grammar G=(V,£ ,P ,S ) ,  where P= 
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{7/ '1 ,  q7"2, . . .  , '7] 'k} and each production rule 7ri (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k) is of the form A--> a 
for some a in 2u{e},  or A->BC for some B and C in V. Let V={vt ,  v2 , . . . ,  v,}, 
and for v j ( j= l ,2 , . . . ,n )  let C(vj)=efJe and C'(vj)=e'f ' Je '. Let G '= 
({tr}, Z', P' ,  tr), where 
P '= {tr--> C(S)tr} 
w{tr--> C'(A)dc~dC(B)o'[~'~ = A--.> BC, B and C in V} 
w {tr--> C' (A)aa'd 'c ' id 'C(D)tr  
[ a in Z u { e }, A --> a in P, 1ri = B --> CD, C and D in V} 
u {tr --> C'(A)aa'[ a in 2 w {e}, A -> a in P}. 
Let MR = L(G').  Since G' is minimal inear and we can easily construct a regular 
grammar Gk from G' such that MR = L(G ' )= L(G~),  MR is minimal linear and 
regular. 
As in [3], it is not difficult to show that L = h(D n MR). [] 
Combining the Hirose, Okawa and Yoneda's theorem and our Theorem 1, a 
stronger characterization is obtained. 
Theorem 2. For each alphabet ~,, there exist an alphabet Z,', a Dyck language D over 
~'  and a homomorphism h: (~')* ~ ,Y,* which satisfy the property that for each recur- 
sively enumerable language LRE over ~ a minimal linear language M over ~'  can be 
found such that 
LRE = h(D n M) ,  
and for each context-free language LCF over .Y a minimal inear and regular language 
MR over .Y' can be found such that 
LcF = h( D r~ MR). 
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